In this paper we generalize the classical shortest path problem in two ways. We consider two objective functions and timedependent data. The resulting problem, called the time-dependent bicriteria shortest path problem (TdBiSP), has several interesting practical applications, but has not gained much attention in the literature. After reviewing relevant literature we develop a new algorithm for the TdBiSP with non-negative data. Numerical tests show the superiority of our algorithm compared with an existing algorithm in the literature. Furthermore, we discuss algorithms for the TdBiSP with negative travel times and costs.
Introduction
Shortest path problems are among the best studied network optimization problems (see e.g. [4, 1, 24] ) with many applications, such as in transportation (see e.g. [2] and the references therein) and evacuation planning (see e.g. [15, 27, 11] ). In this paper time-dependent bicriteria shortest path problems (TdBiSP) are considered which differ from common shortest path problems in two ways. First, two conflicting and non-commensurate objective functions replace the single objective function, and second, the data is subject to changes over time. Throughout this article time is assumed to be discrete unless stated otherwise.
TdBiSP form the basis of many real-world applications (see e.g. [17] or [18] ) since many processes are timedependent and more than one set of time-dependent cost parameters are to be taken into account. Our main motivation is the application in evacuation modeling, where shortest paths represent evacuation routes. Obviously, these routes might change over time. Several attributes associated with a route, like its length or reliability, are of particular interest for an evacuee in case of emergency. Consequently, two or more objectives have to be regarded when planning evacuation routes. A collection of possible evacuation routes could then be used to model a complete evacuation plan. An overview of the interrelation of time-dependent network optimization problems and evacuation modeling can be found in [12] .
Without time dependency, there are several papers dealing with multicriteria shortest path problems. Hansen [13] introduced ten different types of bicriteria path problems. He also showed that one can construct a specific static network in which the number of Pareto optimal paths grows exponentially with the number of nodes in the network. Martins [16] developed a multiple labeling version of Dijkstra's label setting algorithm to generate all Pareto shortest paths from the source node to every other node in the network (i.e. one-to-all shortest paths). Corley and Moon [8] used dynamic programming to solve multicriteria shortest paths problems. Brumbaugh-Smith and Shier [5] proposed a label correcting algorithm with multiple labeling for bicriteria shortest path problems. They also proposed a linear time algorithm for merging two Pareto optimal sets. In their annotated bibliography of multicriteria combinatorial optimization Ehrgott and Gandibleux [10] provided a more complete survey on multicriteria shortest path algorithms.
On the other hand, there are various papers, dealing with time dependency, but with a single objective function. Here, the time-dependent shortest path problem can be classified into fastest path and minimum cost path. In fastest path problems, the cost of an arc is the travel time of that arc. Its objective is then to find paths having minimum length with respect to time-dependent travel times. The minimum cost path problem looks for paths having minimum length with respect to some cost while considering the time needed to travel from one node to another. Hence, the fastest path problem is a particular case of the minimum cost path problem. The first paper dealing with the fastest path problem appears to be by Cooke and Halsey [7] . Bellman's optimality principle [3] was extended to obtain the fastest paths from every node in the network to one destination node, i.e. all-to-one fastest paths. The travel times on the arcs are positive integers for every time period. Dreyfus [9] proposed a modification of Dijkstra's static shortest path algorithm having the same complexity as Dijkstra's algorithm to calculate fastest paths between two nodes for a given departure time. The algorithm works well on FIFO (First-In First-Out) networks, i.e., networks having the non-overtaking property that along every arc (i, j), a unit leaving node i earlier will not arrive at node j later than a unit leaving later. Ziliaskopoulos and Mahmassani [28] and Wardell and Ziliaskopoulos [26] proposed label-correcting algorithms to calculate both all-to-one fastest paths and minimum cost paths for all possible departure times. Their algorithms do not require a FIFO assumption. Chabini [6] employed a label setting algorithm running backward in the set of time parameters to address both fastest and minimum cost paths for all possible departure times without FIFO requirement. Ahuja et al. [2] investigated the complexity of and proposed algorithms for several dynamic minimum cost flow problems. They assumed some linear relationship between arc costs and travel times. In a continuous-time environment, several results on time-dependent shortest path problems were included in [19, 20, 23, 22] .
In the literature, multicriteria dynamic shortest path problems, as combination of the above two problem classes, have gained relatively little attention. Kostreva and Wiecek [15] generalized the result of Cooke and Halsey [7] to the multicriteria case. The cost functions are assumed to be positive vector-valued functions of time and may be discontinuous. A backward dynamic programming approach was developed to generate all Pareto minimum cost paths leading from every node in the network to the sink node. A forward dynamic programming approach was also discussed by these authors to generate all Pareto minimum cost paths from the source to every other node in the network under FIFO and nondecreasing arc costs assumptions. Getachew et al. [11] generalized the results of Kostreva and Wiecek by replacing the non-decreasing arc cost assumption by lower and upper bounds on the cost (for the forward dynamic programming) and by relaxing the time grid assumption. To the best of our knowledge, these two papers are the only ones which have been published in the area of multicriteria time-dependent shortest path problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we formally introduce TdBiSP together with some definitions and notations. In Section 3 we classify the problem as N P-hard, and show that Bellman's optimality principle does only hold in a special version. Section 4 shows how to use labels in the time-dependent and bicriteria environment. In Section 5 we assume non-negative data, review an algorithm proposed by Kostreva and Wiecek [15] , present a new label setting algorithm, and compare both algorithms numerically. The non-negativity assumption is dropped in Section 6 and we discuss a label correcting approach as well as an approach based on the idea of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
The time-dependent bicriteria shortest path problem
Consider a discrete-time-dependent network G = (N , A, T ) with node set N and arc set A, and finite time horizon T ∈ N. Let n = |N | and m = |A|. Let d ∈ N be a designated node, called the sink. Each arc (i, j) ∈ A is associated with a travel time and cost function each of which might change over time. For each arc (i, j) ∈ A and each t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, let λ i j (t) ∈ Z denote the travel time of arc (i, j), i.e., the time needed to traverse the arc (i, j) departing from node i at time t. Travel time is defined upon entering an arc, and it is assumed to be constant for the duration of travel along that arc. This model of travel time is known as a frozen arc model (see [19] ). Note that we do not exclude the possibility that λ i j < 0.
We define a dynamic path and dynamic cycle, respectively, as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Dynamic Path). A dynamic j 1 − j l path P j 1 j l (t 1 ) is a sequence of node-time pairs (NTPs) from the node j 1 to the node j l that is ready at node j 1 at time t 1 ∈ {0, . . . , T }, as given by
where t q+1 = t q + λ j q j q+1 (t q ), q = 1, . . . , l − 1 and t l := t l . For any NTP j q (t q , t q ), the first time parameter t q denotes the ready time at node j q , and the second one t q denotes the departure time from node j q . The ready time t q is equal to the arrival time at node j q from the previous node j q−1 , for q = 2, . . . , l. Fig. 1 illustrates Definition 2.1. Let P j 1 j l (t 1 ) denote the set of all paths from node j 1 with ready time t 1 ∈ {0, . . . , T } and reaching the node j l within the time horizon T . We also denote by P j 1 j l the union of P j 1 j l (t 1 ) for all t 1 ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Definition 2.2. The length of dynamic path P j 1 j l (t 1 ) with respect to the travel times and waiting times is given by
Definition 2.3 (Dynamic Cycle).
A dynamic j 1 − j l path P j 1 j l (t 1 ) defined by (1) is a dynamic cycle if j 1 = j l , t 1 = t l , and t 1 = t l . If all travel times are positive, no dynamic cycle can exist. However, since negative travel times are allowed this may be the case as is illustrated in Example 2.1.
For each arc (i, j) ∈ A and each t ∈ {1, . . . , T } a two dimensional vector c i j (t) =
∈ R 2 defines the cost of traversing the arc (i, j) starting in node i at time t. In case of waiting h i (t) =
∈ R 2 specifies the waiting cost for i ∈ N and t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Here, h 1 i (t) = ∞ or h 2 i (t) = ∞ indicates that no waiting is allowed. If t ∈ {0, . . . , T } is a ready time and t a departure time of node i with t ≥ t, then we denote
Based on this cost concept, negative dynamic cycles and Pareto optimal paths can be defined.
Definition 2.5 (Negative Dynamic Cycle). A dynamic cycle P j 1 j l (t 1 ) is a negative dynamic cycle if at least one component of cost(P j 1 j l (t 1 )) has a negative value.
Example 2.1. Consider the network shown in Fig. 2 , where we assume that no waiting is allowed. Consider the path P 22 (t) = {2(t, t), 4(t + 3, t + 3), 3(t + 5, t + 5), 2(t + 6, t + 6)} for some feasible t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. This path passes through node 2 twice, but with different departure and arrival times. Hence, P 22 (t) is not a dynamic cycle.
Consider the path
This path is a dynamic cycle for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 3. The total cost of path P 22 (t) is cost(P 22 (t)) = −7 −4 .
Hence, P 22 (t) is a negative dynamic cycle.
The cost of a path is a two-dimensional vector. In general there does not exist a solution minimizing both cost components simultaneously. Thus, the Pareto concept of optimality is used. The following binary relations facilitate the definition of Pareto optimality. • z 1 = z 2 if and only if z k
Definition 2.7 (Pareto Optimal Path and Minimal Complete Set).
(a) Let P id (t) and P id (t) be two paths in P id (t). We say P id (t) dominates P id (t) if and only if cost(P id (t)) < cost(P id (t)).
(b) A path P id (t) ∈ P id (t) is called Pareto optimal (PO) or nondominated if there is no other path P id (t) ∈ P id (t) dominating P id (t). (c) Two PO-paths P id (t), P id (t) ∈ P id (t) are equivalent if and only if cost(P id (t)) = cost(P id (t)). (d) A complete set PO(P id (t)) ⊂ P id (t) of PO-paths is a set such that any path P id (t) ∈ PO(P id (t)) is either dominated or equivalent to at least one PO-path P id (t) ∈ PO(P id (t)). (e) A complete set is minimal if and only if it does not contain two equivalent PO-paths. We then denote by PO(P id (t)) a minimal complete set of all Pareto optimal paths from node i to the sink node d with ready time t ∈ {0, . . . , T } at node i. (f) The set containing all equivalent PO-paths is called the maximal complete set.
Subsequently we address the problem of finding for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T } and i ∈ N a minimal complete set PO(P id (t)) of Pareto paths starting in node i at time t and reaching the sink d within time horizon T .
Complexity and optimality principles

Complexity
As in the case of bicriteria static shortest path problems (see [13] ), the number of PO-paths might grow exponentially with the number of nodes in the network in general.
Example 3.1. Consider the network in Fig. 3 .
We assign the following two cost criteria to each arc of the network.
, if j = i + 1 and i is odd 0 0 , if j = i + 1 and i is even;
, if j = i + 2 and i is odd.
t ∈ {0, . . . , T } We assume that no waiting is allowed for any node. It can be easily verified that there are 2 n−1 2 = 8 non-equivalent PO-paths from node 1 to node 7 for every ready time 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 6.
Obviously, this example can be generalized to establish the following result. 
Principle of optimality
In static shortest path problems, the principle of optimality states that subsets of an optimal solution are also optimal (see e.g. [3] ). We consider the principle of optimality for multicriteria shortest path problems with fixed ready time first in forward and then in backward direction. Definition 3.1 (Principle of Optimality in Forward Direction). Let P s j (t) ∈ PO(P s j (t)). The forward principle of optimality holds for P s j (t) if and only if for each intermediate node i of P s j (t), the sub-path P si (t) is also in PO(P si (t)). Fig. 4 . The data of this graph is given by λ 01 (t) = 3, λ 02 (t) = λ 12 (t) = λ 23 (t) = 1, t ≥ 0, and
No waiting is allowed. The path P 03 (0) = {0(0, 0), 2(1, 1), 3(2, 2)} is a Pareto optimal path from node 0 to node 3 with ready time t = 0. Its total cost is cost(P 03 (0)) = 9 11 .
The path P 02 (0) = {0(0, 0), 1(3, 3), 2(4, 4)} is a Pareto optimal path from node 0 to node 2 with ready time t = 0 and total cost cost(P 02 (0)) = 2 4 .
This path dominates P 02 (0) = {0(0, 0), 2(1, 1)} which has total cost cost(P 02 (0)) = 5 6 .
P 02 (0) is a sub-path of a Pareto optimal path P 03 (0), but it is dominated. Note that in this example all arcs (i, j) fulfill the FIFO property, i.e., the earlier flow leaves node i along arc (i, j), the earlier it arrives. Furthermore, all arcs satisfy the so-called cost consistency property (see e.g. [21] ), i.e., leaving node i earlier along arc (i, j) does not cost more than leaving later. Hence, in general the forward principle of optimality does not hold even if FIFO and cost consistency properties are fulfilled. Note that this phenomenon can be already observed in the single criterion case.
If the forward principle of optimality is not valid, constructing optimal paths based on previously computed paths is not possible in a forward direction. Hence, a forward label setting-type algorithm cannot be used to find Pareto optimal paths. We therefore apply Bellman's principle of optimality in backward direction.
Definition 3.2 (Principle of Optimality in Backward Direction
). Let P id (t) ∈ PO(P id (t)). The backward principle of optimality holds for P id (t) if and only if for each intermediate NTP j (t j , t j ) of P id (t), the sub-path P jd (t j ) is also in PO(P jd (t j )).
The following theorem shows that the backward principle of optimality holds, even if FIFO or cost consistency assumption are not satisfied. Proof. Let P id (t) ∈ PO(P id (t)) and let j (t j , t j ) be an arbitrary NTP of P id (t). P id (t) decomposes into sub-paths P i j (t) and P jd (t j ).
Suppose the sub-path P jd (t j ) is not Pareto optimal. Then there is a path P jd (t j ) with cost(P jd (t j )) < cost(P jd (t j )).
Concatenating P i j (t) and P jd (t j ) yields a path P id (t) which dominates P id (t) since
thus contradicting the fact that P id (t) is nondominated.
Theorem 3.2 guarantees that we can use the label setting principles in a backward direction to find all-to-one Pareto optimal paths. This will be worked out in more detail in Section 5.
Label structure
In Sections 5 and 6 we discuss algorithms using labels of the same structure. These labels are introduced in this section. The need to store the time components and two cost components makes the structure of a label more complex than that of single objective static shortest path problems.
We denote by π i (t) a label which corresponds to a path from node i to node d starting at time t. The label π i (t) consists of the following components:
• a tuple of reals π 1 , π 2 corresponding to the total cost of the path with respect to the two cost criteria, • a tuple of integers t ready , t depart corresponding to the ready time and departure time in node i, respectively, and • a pointer succ ptr pointing to the Pareto optimal label of the successor node.
The tuple of reals, tuple of integers, and the pointer are then called the cost component, time component, and successor pointer, respectively, of the label π i (t). Hence, π i (t) is represented by
We denote by cost(π i (t)) the cost component of label π i (t). Π i (t) denotes in the following a set of labels of node i at time t.
Algorithm for all ready times with non-negative data
In this section the cost components are restricted to be nonnegative and the travel times must be positive. First we discuss the algorithm of Kostreva and Wiecek [15] . Then we propose a backward label setting algorithm.
Backward dynamic programming
Kostreva and Wiecek [15] developed a backward dynamic programming approach to generate PO(P id (t)) for all i ∈ N and all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. They introduced sets Π i (t ready ) (l) which contain labels representing a Pareto optimal i-d path of at most l arcs starting at time t. The idea is to compute successively sets of labels Π i (t) (l+1) for every i and t based upon the previously computed sets Π i (t) (l) .
Suppose Π i (t ready ) (l) is given for each node i and ready time t ready . Then, a dynamic path of length l + 1 starting in node i at time t ready might remain some time in node i until it departs from i at time t depart . After leaving node i, it uses some arc (i, j) and arrives in j at time t arrival = t depart + λ i j (t depart ). The rest of the path is then determined by a path of length l starting in j at time t arrival , i.e., by some label in Π i (t arrival ) (l) . Therefore, when determining Π i (t ready ) (l+1) , all labels Π j (t arrival ) (l) with (i, j) ∈ A and t arrival = t depart +λ i j (t depart ) have to be considered. In doing so, t depart is taking on all values t ready , t ready + 1, . . . as long as waiting is permitted. Hence,
is the set of all possible departure times.
Since we are only interested in Pareto optimal solutions in each step, we denote by VMIN(Π j (t)) the vector minimization with respect to the cost component over all elements of the label set Π j (t). This process yields the set of labels with associated Pareto optimal costs. Formally, the set Π i (t ready ) (l+1) is obtained for any t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T } by
where t arrival = t depart + λ i j (t depart ), for all t depart ∈ Depart i (t ready ). The operation
adds the waiting cost H i (t ready , t depart ) and the (travel) cost c i j (t depart ) to the cost component of each label in Π j (t arrival ) (l) . This operation also sets the time component of every label in the set Π i (t ready ) (l+1) to (t ready , t depart ) and the associated successor pointer to node j. This iterative process continues until Π i (t ready ) (l+1) = Π i (t ready ) (l) for some l ∈ N and all i ∈ N and t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }. The complete algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 5.1. 
INPUT
Network G = (N , A, T ); c(t) and h(t) ∀t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. OUTPUT PO(P id (t)), ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.
Assign the initial label to each node for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }
Calculate the new set Π i (t ready ) (l+1) , ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }, as in (3). If Π i (t ready ) (l+1) = Π i (t ready ) (l) , ∀i ∈ N , ∀t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }, then go to Step 4. Otherwise, set l := l + 1 and go to Step 2. 4
For any i ∈ N and any t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, output PO(P id (t)) as obtained by forwardtracking the successor pointers of Π i (t). Terminate the algorithm.
Backward label setting algorithm
Since all data are assumed to be non-negative we extend the idea of Dijkstra's label-setting static shortest path algorithm. Theorem 3.2 guarantees that the labeling process can be done in a backward direction from the sink node d to all other nodes in the network.
We introduce label sets for each node i ∈ N at each ready time t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }: the set of temporary and the set of permanent labels denoted by Π i (t ready ) prm and Π i (t ready ) tmp , respectively. The set Π i (t ready ) prm contains labels representing non-equivalent Pareto optimal paths which can be constructed by backtracking the successor pointers succ ptr. Each of these Pareto paths starts in node i at time t ready and uses only nodes which have been permanently labeled as well. Once computed, the elements of this set remain unchanged. The set Π i (t ready ) tmp contains labels representing candidates for Pareto optimal paths. Labels therein might be changed or deleted.
Initially, we define Π i (t ready ) prm to be the empty set for each i ∈ N and each t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Since we assume that no arc leaves the sink node d, we assign to the sink node d at any time t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T } a temporary label having cost component zero. The empty set is assigned to every other node i.
In each iteration a suitable label -called the pivot label -is moved from some set Π j (t arrival ) tmp to the set Π j (t arrival ) prm . Using this pivot label, candidate labels for sets Π i (t ready ) tmp are generated by the following rules:
• there is an arc connecting nodes i and j, i.e. (i, j) ∈ A, • waiting has to be allowed in node i beginning with time t ready until some t depart , and • the travel time has to fulfill t arrival = t depart + λ i j (t depart ).
How to choose this pivot label (this includes the choice of j and t arrival ) will be shown later. Let us first concentrate on the generation of candidate labels.
Suppose the label π * j (t arrival ) ∈ Π j (t arrival ) tmp is chosen to be the pivot label. π * j (t arrival ) is deleted from Π j (t arrival ) tmp and inserted in Π j (t arrival ) prm . Suppose we have found some arc (i, j) ∈ A, and times t ready and t depart as mentioned in the rules above. Then, one new candidate labelπ i (t ready ) can be generated as follows:
In the computation ofπ i (t ready ), the summation of the cost components, the settings of the time components and the successor pointers are performed analogously to the corresponding operation in the algorithm of Kostreva and Wiecek [15] . In order to address the problem of generating all possible candidates for some pivot label, we introduce the following sets to identify all times t depart and t ready according to the rules above.
• Arrival i j (t arrival ) denotes the set of all possible departure times from node i along arc (i, j) ∈ A arriving at node j at time t arrival , i.e.,
• Depart
i (t depart ) denotes the set of all possible ready times at node i ∈ N \ {d} such that waiting in node i starting with t ready until t depart is allowed, i.e.,
While the set Arrival i j (t arrival ) may be empty, the set Depart
has cardinality of at least one, since t depart ∈ Depart −1 i (t depart ). Given the pivot label π * j (t arrival ), all possible candidates can then be computed by considering all ready times in Depart
The candidate labelπ i (t ready ) is then merged with Π i (t ready ) tmp . This means, ifπ i (t ready ) is dominated by some label in Π i (t ready ) tmp , the candidateπ i (t ready ) is deleted. Otherwise all labels in Π i (t ready ) tmp dominated byπ i (t ready ) are deleted andπ i (t ready ) is inserted in Π i (t ready ) tmp . Since all labels corresponding to paths with equivalent costs are added to the label list, the algorithm finds a maximal complete set of Pareto optimal paths. We denote this merging process by Merge({π i (t ready )}, Π i (t ready ) tmp ).
The algorithm iteratively chooses a pivot label, sets its label as permanent, computes candidate labels, and merges the candidate labels with perviously computed labels until Π i (t ready ) tmp = ∅ for all i ∈ N and all t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Then, the algorithm terminates.
The problem of choosing a suitable pivot element is addressed by the following theorem in which the permanence of the labels is established if the labeling process is done starting with t = T and ending with t = 0, i.e, with decreasing parameter t.
Theorem 5.1. For each node i and time t ready , the labeling process of label π i (t ready ) depends on labels at time t > t ready but does not depend on labels of times t ≤ t ready .
Proof. Since λ i j (t depart ) > 0, (5) includes only π j (t arrival ) for t arrival > t depart .
This theorem implies that pivot elements are chosen from the set Π j (t arrival ) tmp for any j ∈ N \ {d} only when Π j (t arrival + 1) tmp = ∅ for all j ∈ N and t arrival ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, i.e, only when all labels of Π j (t arrival + 1) tmp have already been processed. Let us assume in the following that t arrival is the processing time currently of interest. We have therefore proved the following result:
Corollary 5.1. If Π j (t arrival + t) tmp = ∅ for all j ∈ N and t = 1, . . . , T − t arrival , then for any i ∈ N any π * j (t arrival ) ∈ Π j (t arrival ) tmp can be chosen as pivot label.
The detailed description on how to find a minimal complete set of all PO-paths from every node i ∈ N to the sink d for all fixed ready times t ∈ {0, . . . , T } is given in Algorithm 5.2. At the end of the algorithm permanent labels associated with node i ∈ N and ready time t ∈ {0, . . . , T } correspond to non-equivalent Pareto optimal dynamic paths from i with ready time t to the sink node. The correctness of Algorithm 5.2 is established by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm 5.2 generates PO(P id (t)) for any node i ∈ N and ready time t ∈ {0, . . . , T }.
Proof. Initially, all labels corresponding to Pareto optimal paths starting in node d at time t for all t ∈ {1, . . . , T } are found and marked as permanent. Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1 ensure that permanent labels do not change anymore with decreasing time parameter t. Based on the set of permanent labels, new candidate labels are generated. Theorem 3.2 ensures that in Step 2 of the algorithm, all possible candidates for Pareto optimal labels are tested. The Merge-operator filters dominated labels. Finally, a set Π i (t) prm is Pareto optimal, complete, and -since the merging is done with respect to the cost components -also minimal.
Algorithm 5.2.
INPUT
Define the initial set of temporary labels to every node i ∈ N and for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T } as
∅, otherwise Assign the empty set as the initial set of permanent labels to every node i ∈ N and for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, i.e. Π i (t) prm := ∅.
For any i ∈ N and any t ∈ {0, . . . , T }, the set PO(P id (t)) is obtained by forwardtracking the successor pointers of Π i (t) prm . Terminate the algorithm.
The following example illustrates Algorithm 5.2.
Example 5.1. Consider the network in Fig. 5 with sink node 5 and T = 8. Cost data corresponding to the travel cost c and waiting cost h for each arc and for any time t in {0, . . . , T } are given below. 
The final label sets Π i (t) prm for every node i ∈ N and for every time t ∈ {0, . . . , T } are reported in Table 1 . The Pareto optimal dynamic paths from node 0 to node 5 that are ready to leave node 0 at time t = 0 are We see from Table 1 that there is no path which can leave node 0 after time t = 5 and arrive at node 5 in time horizon T = 8 or earlier.
Computational results
To compare the performance of Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 numerical experiments were conducted. Both algorithms were run on the same series of randomly generated dynamic networks. A random network generator was developed to produce connected dynamic networks. We extended the idea of NETGEN [14] -a random generator for static networks -to include time-dependent data.
Random networks were generated with n = 50, 100, 500, and 1000 nodes and time horizon T = 100. For each choice of n, nodes had indegree and outdegree of 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. In each network the sink node had no outgoing arcs, i.e., the sink node's outdegree was zero. All data were integer. The time-dependent travel time was Table 1 Labels Π i (t) prm for every node i ∈ N and for any time t ∈ {0, . . . , T } of the network in Example 5.1 randomly chosen from the set {1, . . . , 10} for each time t = 0, . . . , T . Both cost components and waiting costs were at least 0 and at most 10. For each specific setting of n and m, we tested five random dynamic networks. Therefore, the total number of observations is 80. Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 were implemented in C++. The testing was performed on a PC equipped with a 500 MHz Pentium III processor and 256 MB RAM. The results of the experiments are given in Table 2 . According to the average running times, Algorithm 5.2 outperforms Algorithm 5.1 in all settings. This shows the superiority of the label setting approach over the dynamic programming approach in the problem of finding a minimal complete set PO(P id (t)).
Extensions
In the following we address the case when negative data is allowed. Since the existence of negative dynamic cycles can no longer be excluded, we study the effects of negative dynamic cycles and discuss solution concepts. Furthermore, we study dynamic path problems defined by their arrival time instead of their starting time. For this problem, the forward principle of optimality holds (see Definition 3.1).
Negative data
If negative travel times and costs are allowed, negative dynamic cycles may exist (see Example 2.1). As in the static case, Dijkstra's label setting algorithm is not capable of handling negative data since dominating paths might not be recognized and negative cycles cannot be detected. Therefore, an algorithm is required which recognizes negative dynamic cycles.
Recall the definition of negative dynamic cycle: a dynamic cycle is negative if at least one of the cost components of the cycle is negative. As stated in Remark 6.1, the existence of a negative cycle might have two different consequences for the solution sets of the problem.
Remark 6.1. Let i ∈ N and t ∈ {0, . . . , T }. Suppose there is an i-d path P with ready time t, containing a negative dynamic cycle.
(a) If both cost components of the negative dynamic cycle are non-positive, then PO(P id (t)) = ∅. (b) If P is Pareto optimal and if one cost component of the negative dynamic cycle is positive, then there will be an infinite number of Pareto optimal dynamic i-d paths.
Proof. Let C be a negative dynamic cycle in the i-d path P.
(a) Repeating the cycle once yields another path P that dominates P since the cycle has one cost component being strictly negative and the other being non-positive. Using this argument iteratively shows that PO(P id (t)) = ∅. (b) Repeating the cycle once yields a new path P which neither dominates nor is dominated by P since one cost component is improved and the other is worsened. Since the cycle can be repeated arbitrarily often, the number of Pareto optimal dynamic i-d paths is not bounded.
In Case (a) of Remark 6.1 the problem is ill-posed. In contrast, a negative dynamic cycle as in Case (b) implies that the optimal set is unbounded. Nevertheless, the set of Pareto optimal paths defined by repetitions of negative dynamic cycles can be expressed using periodicity. In view of Remark 6.1, a suitable algorithm should not only detect the presence of a negative dynamic cycle, but it should also be able to classify it with respect to Case (a) and Case (b).
It is possible to formulate a label correcting algorithm using a similar label update as in the label setting algorithm of Section 5.2: In each pass, pivot labels π * j (t arrival ) are considered according to the first node j in a list of eligible nodes, that is a list of nodes which can potentially yield further label improvements. Each pivot label creates sets of candidate labelsΠ i (t ready ) for several nodes i and times t ready which are then merged with the existing label set Π i (t ready ). If this merging process yields newly found labels, node i is inserted into the list of eligible nodes. In contrast to the label setting algorithm, in the label correcting algorithm the candidate set of labelsΠ i (t ready ) is in general not a singleton. Therefore, the merging procedure in the label correcting algorithm is not as simple as that of the label setting algorithm. If we treat Π i (t ready ) andΠ i (t ready ) as two ordered sets, arranged by increasing value of the first criteria of the cost component, then merging these sets can be done in a linear time O(Π i (t ready ) +Π i (t ready )) (see [5] ). In fact, the CPU time of the label correcting algorithm depends heavily on the process, to keep Π i (t ready ) and Π i (t ready ) sorted, and the merging process. As a result, the label correcting algorithm is in general slower than the label setting one. However, the label correcting algorithm is able to deal with negative data. For a detailed description of a label correcting algorithm the reader is referred to Tjandra [25] . This label correcting algorithm detects the presence of negative cycles either if the cost component of some label is less than −n(T + 1) · C 1 C 2 , where
or if the number of passes exceeds (n − 1)(T + 1). In both cases classifying the negative dynamic cycle needs substantial computational effort. Another way of recognizing and classifying negative dynamic cycles is the generalization of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm (see e.g. [1] ) to bicriteria dynamic shortest path problems: Instead of label sets associated with nodes, we now consider label sets Π k i j (t ready ) associated with each node pair (i, j) ∈ N × N and t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }. The elements of a set Π k i j (t ready ) correspond to Pareto optimal paths starting from node i at time t ready and ending at node j where only nodes 1, . . . , k − 1 are used along this path. In iteration k + 1, candidate labels are found by combining the labels of set Π k ik (t ready ) and Π k k j (t k ready ) where t k ready is the ready time of a k-j path. Merging the candidate labels with Π k i j (t ready ) yields Π k+1 i j (t ready ). Note, that the ready time t k ready of a k-j path depends on the arrival time of the i-k path in node k. However, t k ready is not known. Moreover, the idea of Floyd-Warshall is based on the fact that Pareto optimal i-j paths using node k as an intermediate node are always composed of Pareto optimal i-k paths and Pareto optimal k-j paths. But for PO(P id (t ready )) the forward principle of optimality is not valid. These problems are further discussed in the following subsection.
General shortest path problems
So far we have considered the problem of finding PO(P id (t ready )) for every i ∈ N and t ready ∈ {0, . . . , T }, that is a minimal complete set of all Pareto optimal paths starting from node i at time t ready and arriving at the sink d before time T . In this problem the ready time of the path in node i is fixed, whereas the arrival time of the path in sink node d is not specified.
Depending on whether the ready and arrival time of a path is fixed or arbitrary, the following four problems can be formulated: For each i ∈ N , find
• PO(P id ), i.e., a minimal complete Pareto set of i-d paths with arbitrary ready time in node i and arbitrary arrival time in node d, or Yes Yes
• PO(P id (t ready )), i.e., a minimal complete Pareto set of i-d paths with fixed ready time t ready in node i and arbitrary arrival time in node d, or • PO(P id (t arrival )), i.e., a minimal complete Pareto set of i-d paths with arbitrary ready time in node i and fixed arrival time t end in node d, or • PO(P id (t ready , t arrival )), i.e., a minimal complete Pareto set of i-d paths with fixed ready time t ready in node i and fixed arrival time t end in node d.
Depending on which of the preceding cases applies, the type of path changes. Analogous to the considerations in Section 3.2 it can then be shown that for these problems the results concerning the validity of the forward and backward principle of optimality summarized in the Table 3 can be obtained. Since the proofs and counterexamples follow the ideas from Section 3.2, they are left to the reader.
A modified Floyd-Warshall algorithm
We are now in the position to overcome the difficulties from Section 6.1 by solving an all-to-all bicriteria dynamic shortest path problem with fixed ready and fixed arrival times. Note that P i j (t ready ) = t arrival ∈{0,...,T } P i j (t ready , t arrival ).
Let us consider the generation of candidate labels in iteration k + 1. For all possible arrival times t k arrival each label in Π k ik (t ready , t k arrival ) is combined with each label in Π k k j (t k ready , t j arrival ) for every possible arrival time t j arrival in node j to produce candidates. The choice of the ready time of the k-j path depends on the arrival time of the i-k path and the possibility of waiting in node k. The waiting cost between t k arrival and t k ready has to be added to the cost component of a candidate label. The validity of the forward and the backward principle of optimality justifies this approach.
If there is some label π k ii (t ready , t arrival ) ∈ Π k ii (t ready , t arrival ) for some i ∈ N with t ready = t arrival then we have found a negative dynamic cycle. Furthermore, this negative cycle can be easily classified according to Remark 6.1.
